
 

Man Tracker 

Invitational 2018  

Rules of the Game  

The Wells Gray Riders Association is once 

again offering our signature event, the 

game of Man Tracker for its fourth year 

and has been inspired by the TV Series 

“Mantracker”, but with the clubs own 

version. How the game is played is quite 

different than the TV Series, however with 

aim on the same results........catching our 

Prey or eluding our Tracker. Each game will consist of 4 Trackers and 4 Prey, and they will 

have a 2 hour time frame to complete their game. Points will be deducted for each minute 

the team is late. The Prey will be given a short head start to each game to help ensure that 

the Trackers have to use tracking skills to find their Prey.  

 

Prey:  

It is Prey's mission in the game to take their map that is provided and navigate the course 

to collect the items from their locations marked on the map. These items will be 

announced to each team prior to their games. In order to complete their mission they 

need to collect all items and get to the finish line within the 2 hour deadline without being 

caught and eliminated. One has to be physically touched by a Tracker to be officially 

caught. Each team of Prey will use strategy and eluding tactics to refrain from being 

eliminated. Prey are allowed to use props to help hide and complete their game. Such 

props may include but are not limited to; A Ghillie Suit, Camouflage tarps or sheets, radios 

(use at own risk of being heard by the Trackers), binoculars, etc. Any hazardous items to 

the Tracker or Horse are not welcome and will be confiscated if necessary (Bear spray, 

loud noises, any form of traps, etc.) Each item collected is worth points and the top 2 Prey 

team with the most points will play in the finals for the title "Top Prey 2018".  

 

Trackers:  

It is the mission of the Trackers once leaving from the start line at the Wells Gray Golf 

Course with their map provided, to track down their Prey. Each game will have 4 Prey to 

catch and each Prey caught is worth points. The top 2 teams with the highest points will 

play in the finals for the ultimate win as “Top Tracker 2018”. Trackers must physically 

touch each Prey with either themselves or their horses in order to eliminate their Prey 

from the game. All items that the caught Prey has with them will also be eliminated from 

the game. Trackers can use aids to help better track their Prey, such as but not limited to; 

Binoculars, horses ears and signals, ambushes, etc.  

  

Most importantly.......... HAVE FUN and PLAY SAFE! 


